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Tuesday, 27 September
From the AfD to the Burkhini ban
Why is Islamophobia on the rise in Europe?
The election results in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in NorthDeutschland (AfD) - an openly racist organisation Nazis of the NPD gained 3%. At the coming elections in “cosmopolitan” Berlin, the AfD is polling at around 15%.
This is not just a German phenomenon. From Jobbik in Hungary to the Front Natiogrowing in many countries. While politicians and the media use issues like the Burkhini ban in France to spread hatred against Muslims, racist and fascists are reaping the benefits.
Some on the left argue that socialists should reject religion andmean in reality? And how does the wave of anti
Pazhareh Heidari is a left-wing activist from Iran, and was a organised to challenge the planned headscarf ban in Gerwhat socialists and internationalists can do to stop the rising tide of racism and Islamophobia.
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From the AfD to the Burkhini ban 
Why is Islamophobia on the rise in Europe?

Vorpommern in North-East Germany were shocking. Alternative für an openly racist organisation with Nazi links - received over 20% of the vote. The out3%. At the coming elections in “cosmopolitan” Berlin, the AfD is polling at around 15%.
This is not just a German phenomenon. From Jobbik in Hungary to the Front National in France, the extreme right is growing in many countries. While politicians and the media use issues like the Burkhini ban in France to spread hatred against Muslims, racist and fascists are reaping the benefits. 

should reject religion and be able to criticize Islam. What does this strategy mean in reality? And how does the wave of anti-Muslim racism connect to recent attacks on migrants and refugees? 
wing activist from Iran, and was a founder member of “Kopf Hoch” (“Head high”), organised to challenge the planned headscarf ban in Germany. She will discuss these questions with us and suggest what socialists and internationalists can do to stop the rising tide of racism and Islamophobia.
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 25 October, 7pm: RAZEM – the new Polish left 
RAZEM was launched in 2015 in opposition to Poland’s right-wing government led by the Law and Justice Party. RAZEM sees itself as offering something different to “a petrified Polish left-wing that no longer has any legitimate claim to representing the interests of the average Poles.” 
As the first significant left party in Poland since Solidarity in the 1980s, RAZEM was described by economist Guy Standing as “the first authentic movement in Poland representing the precariat“. It has many young members, who are critically engaging with the ideas and experiences of similar organisations like Podemos in Spain. 
On 25 October, Klaudia Peach and Pawel Wita from RAZEM Berlin will be discussing their experiences. 
Why has it been historically difficult to build left-wing organisations in Poland? What is different now? How is RAZEM organizing and gaining allies in Poland and in Europe? As the Law and Justice Party attacks migrants and women’s rights, how successful has the Polish left been in resisting the right-wing onslaught? Most importantly, how can we offer concrete solidarity to one of Europe’s youngest left-wing parties? 

22 November, 7pm: Brazil after the Coup 
Maybe Glenn Greenwald put it best: “Are the fundamentals of democracy being honoured and respected or are they are being assaulted and attacked? Pretty clearly in Brazil they are being assaulted and attacked. Whether you want to call it a coup or not is a semantic issue.” The democratically elected president of Brazil, Dilma Rouseff has been removed from office by undemocratic forces.  
Dilma has been accused of corruption, yet 3 members of the cabinet which replaced her have already resigned for an oil scandal. It seems that the new, unelected, president Michel Temer was also involved. Yet Temer is threatening to push through an austerity package in a country where over 20% of the population lies below the poverty line. As part of this package, Temer plans to extend the working day for some workers from 8 to 12 hours.  
Was the coup avoidable? As Brazil’s first female president, Dilma – like her predecessor Lula – was popular, yet Brazil did not see the mass mobilisations that saved Hugo Chavez from a similar coup attempt in Venezuela. Was the coup instigated by the US, like the one against Chavez and the putsch in Chile 43 years ago? And what do developments in Brazil say for the prospects for Socialism of the 21st Century in Latin America? 
Wellington Bernardes Delazari, a left-wing Brazilian economist living in Berlin will discuss these and other questions with us on 22 November. 

US Elections – how should Leftists vote? 
Public Meeting and discussion with various US socialists 
On or around Thursday, 13 October – check our Website for details 
Saturday, 10th December – Christmas Party 

International Cultural Programm to be announced –(check www.theleftberlin.wordpress.com) 
Coop Anti-War Café, Rochstraße 3  - Save the Date 

Die LINKE Berlin LAG Internationals organizes a political discussion, normally on the fourth Tuesday of each month at 7pm in Karl Liebknecht Haus KIZ (Kleine Alexander Straße 28 on Rosa Luxemburg Platz). For the newest information see www.theleftberlin.wordpress.com. 
Meetings are usually in English, with translation provided if required. They are open to everyone who is interested, Germans and non-Germans. 


